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Al-Jarida

We all want the thieves of public funds to be
held accountable. We all want the money of
pensioners returned. We all want better sports,

and we all want to see the opening of Al-Shadadiya
University after being delayed for a century. But linking
the events with the duck incident as some sort of
ridicule is not a right thing.

This incident, in which some Gulf tourists allegedly
caught a duck from a lake at a European country then
cooked it and documented the whole thing on social
media, came along after the behavior of some Kuwaiti
tourists, like butchering sheep in public parks and
showing off in cars in a way that may be dangerous to
people. It led to condemnations and writing of columns
and investigative reports in Europe’s major newspapers
against the presence of Gulf nationals, in general, and
Kuwaitis in particular, in these capitals.

This incident distorted the country’s reputation and
that of its citizens with it. It led to the bad treatment of
all tourists including those who did no wrong. So, out of
this approach, it is a must to hold those who hurt
Kuwait’s reputation to account.

The National Assembly is required to stop chasing
election votes and start making the necessary legisla-
tions to question those who behave in such fashion.

The fact of the matter is that let us not expose our
‘dirty laundry’ outside the country. If there are some
heads of families who stopped raising their children the
correct way, making them behave in that manner, then,
let the state discipline them its own way.

It is a shame that we reached this level and became a
spectacle to those who are worth it, or not. Was the
message delivered? I hope so. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times 

The year of the duck

Al-Qabas

By Qais Al-Osta

Iagree with Undersecretary of the Ministry of
Awqaf and Islamic Affairs Dr Adel Al-Falah that
confronting extremism is a responsibility of state

departments collectively, and it is not the responsi-
bility of one ministry without the other. The Awqaf
ministry is not alone responsible for fighting extrem-
ism despite the importance of its role, but there is
also a responsibility on the ministries of education
and information, in addition to the family. My agree-
ment does not mean that there is major laxity and
failure borne by the “ministry of social security” for
tens of years; the Awqaf ministry did not succeed in
“spreading the culture of centrism and peaceful co-
living.”

The ministry did not make outstanding success as
the undersecretary stated lately, rather the “centrism
center failed,” which a selected group from a certain
religious faction benefited from, as well as the min-
istry surrounding it, as the current minister Yaqoub
Al-Sane stated!

I hoped to scientifically benefit from the explana-
tion of Dr Falah, in answering what I published on
June 29 about his statements in regards to the differ-
ence between extremist ideology and terrorism and
the relation between ‘violence’ and terrorism, and he
is specialized in the religious, psychological, social
and information sciences!

Terrorism and riot is not a new social phenome-
non, as it is in schools and society as a whole. There is
a difference between violence and terrorism, because
violence is a behavioral problem and terrorism comes
out of extremist expiating ideology.

Today there is much data and developments from
recent and old past also. All those indicators require a
change in the thinking, planning and execution
methodology in facing extremism and terrorism. The
series of snatching the minds of children and youth
under the banner of religious centers by some of
those who worked under the umbrella of the Awqaf
ministry, among them one of the suspects in the
blow up of Imam Al-Sadeq Mosque and was hosted
by the ministry to give ‘inflammatory’ lessons in a
“Jahra center since he was 17 years of age,” and there
are many others.

Fighting extremism and exaggeration does not
require religious programs in the media, rather it
needs a change in the work methodology, so that
open dialogues are organized to bring intellectuals,
specialists and youths, and not only clergy, in addi-
tion to interactive campaigns with public opinion,
with a language and method that can reach minds
easily so that the culture of moderation spread in the
society.

The responsibility is big for Dr Falah in fighting
extremism and terrorism, and he is the one who
served with more than 14 ministers until 2010 and
knew how to “benefit from the period of his suspen-
sion,” as he said. —Translated by Kuwait Times

It is not Awqaf’s

responsibility alone

Al-Qabas

By Khalid Al-Tarrah

As the new school year approaches for all education
stages in the middle of September, amidst informa-
tion of the readiness of education ministry facilities to

receive our students, we hope that this readiness is true and
not just media flashes, because we hear about them each
year, then the suffering begins from day one.

In my view, this year is different from the previous years
due to the handing of the public education duties to a
leader who went through the problems of the education
areas and knows very well the obstacles those areas face
every year. The leader is Assistant Undersecretary for Public
Education Affairs Fatima Al-Kandari who came from those
areas and very close to the educational body due to her pre-
vious post as director of Jahra educational area before
becoming assistant undersecretary. This leader played a dis-
tinguished role in Jahra, and she is among those we are
proud of, and I would like to tell her about the most notable
problems that we all know with the start of each year. The
first is the transfer of students from one school to another
within the governorate they belong to, which is always sub-
ject to the school’s temperament without referring to plan-
ning committees in the area, which compels them to accept
students, as there should be a solution for this issue,
because the Kuwaiti citizen moves into a new house every
month because of the rents and it is difficult to change the
address each time, so the issue should be solved before the
start of the year.

Second is the shortage of books. They should be avail-
able before the school year commences in coordination
with educational areas, which should supply the missing the
textbooks, because we noticed in the past that shortage of
books continues for months. Third, the maintenance should
be finished because, again, each year, air-conditioning,
water and other work problems appear. Fourth, the opening
of schools in new areas should be hastened and fifth, cover
the shortage in the number of teachers and finally, ask
teachers to reduce their very difficult demands at the start of
classes because they exhaust the pockets of parents, so
there should be a mechanism to limit this matter.

The reward and punishment system should be used to
lax school directors since majority of these problems appear
on the first day of school because of their lack of interest in
following up the maintenance work in their schools and
check its needs before classes begin. I ask Assistant
Undersecretary Kandari to take a tour due to her experience
to check on work and its readiness. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times 

To Assistant

Undersecretary Kandari

Al-Anbaa

By Khalid Al-Arafa

Health

Iparticipated in the activities of the 37th Aseela Cultural
Season at the invitation of His Excellency Minister
Mohammad bin Essa, Secretary General of Aseela Forum

Establishment. 
And in the Arab seminar, to be or not to be, as many Arab

statesmen, academics and intellectuals explain the current Arab
situation, under the repercussions of the Arab spring, its results
and accumulation on one side, and the horizons of the new
Arab order, its challenges and endless space on the other. 

The dangerous question that was dealt with during this
forum is the ability to get into the future with a huge amount
of bleeding scars, the accumulated failures and people’s aspira-
tions and the dreams of the large youth group to a new time
era that is fast moving and unprecedented in the fields of com-
munication and information in both parts, human and techni-
cal. And this is a great challenge without a doubt, and its
numerical indicators leave a choice between peak and bottom.

Details of the Arab reality are painful and its problems are
sad; its dangers are scary and its future are worrisome; not
because of the absence of future projects that are clear and
courageous only, but also because of the actual surrender to
the current diseases and defeat in dealing with widespread
problems, starting with education and public services, through
the general political reform and ending with terror and
destruction.

With this dark black image came out many shining points
through the participation and analysis of the participants with
realistic solutions and promising ways out, as well as positive
proposals. 

According to what Arabs own from the ocean to the Gulf in
the form of capabilities and added facilities to the Arab human
force that is crawling to reach half a billion people of brains,
hearts and will, through which important success can be
achieved if three basic pillars are available: they are manage-
ment and management and also management - the manage-
ment of resources, management of technology and manage-
ment of country with all its conditions. And among the most
important of these conditions are sincerity, credibility, trans-
parency, honesty and forgiveness.

But the most important question is: Who will carry out such
a project and who may implement it? The Arab Spring with its
spontaneity and natural explosion put things in the right place,
but this spring was quickly kidnapped and shredded between
extremist powers and those shrouded with religion as well as
the old guardians of the removed regimes or those that still
exist; so the result and with the challenges of the new stage,
there is no escaping from implementing the slogans of the
Arab Spring youth and their dreams by those in power; or the
Arab Spring returns as it benefits from its previous failed expe-
rience.

The Kingdom of Morocco is the only Arab state that cradled
its spring and began adopting its principles immediately with-
out the fall of the regime and infrastructure or its Islamists devi-
ating towards extremism and terrorism. Maybe one example of
this success is the city of “Aseela” on the Atlantic, the small and
beautiful, but the large and courageous in leading the Arab
intellect and containing the brains and initiatives from various
Arab political and cultural elite over four decades of time. You
are original Aseela!  —Translated by Kuwait Times 

Arab Spring and

the new Arab order 

Al-Jarida

By Dr Hassan Jouhar

KUWAIT: The number of expatriates living
in Kuwait without a valid visa reached
115,000, including more than 5,000 who
entered the country using family visit visas
but never left when the visa expired. The
majority of those 5,000 are Syrian and Iraqi
nationals, and some of them have been liv-
ing illegally in Kuwait for three years or
more, Al-Jarida daily reported yesterday
quoting Interior Ministry sources.

The number of visa violators has
increased notably in the past couple of
years due to a number of factors, includ-
ing decisions made by the Interior
Ministr y ’s  General  Depar tment of

Residency Affairs which complicated the
situation for a large number of expatriate
workers, the sources said.

One of the most notable and complicat-
ed decisions is the one pertaining to data
transfer, which prevented many workers
who could not afford to pay their accumu-
lated fines from renewing their visas.
Furthermore, the department stopped
renewing dependency visas for expatri-
ates’ sons who are 15 years of age or high-
er expect under specific terms, resulting in
many families being unable to renew their
children’s visas due to the lack of job
opportunities for teenagers less than 18

years of age.
Sponsors of expatriates with expired

family visit visas were also affected, as they
have not been able to renew their own
visas due to restrictions placed on them by
the investigations division at the Ministry’s
General Department of Residency Affairs,
the sources said.

Other factors include the fact that a
large number of expatriates were expect-
ing an amnesty of some sort to allow
them to legalize their status without pay-
ing fines or facing legal retributions. So
far, no government decision was made in
that regard, which has made the problem

worse, the sources indicated. The last gen-
eral amnesty was in 2011, when 42,000
expatriates living illegally in Kuwait bene-
fited from a four-month amnesty period.
The General Department of Residency
Affairs had referred a number of proposals
to solve the problem to the concerned
authorit ies,  but the Interior Ministr y
rejected them all because they are looking
for a radical solution that puts an end to
the issue once and for all, the sources
added. Kuwait is home to nearly 2.9 mil-
lion expatriates, who make up 69 percent
of the country’s approximate 4.2 million
population.

115,000 expats living illegally in Kuwait

Complicated measures hamper visa renewal procedures

Ministry denies 

stopping delivery  

licenses reports
KUWAIT: The Interior Ministry’s General Traffic Department
has no plans to stop issuing licenses to service delivery
workers, Assistant Undersecretary for Traffic Affairs Major
General Abdullah Al-Muhanna said. The senior official
refuted recent reports which suggested that the ministry
stopped issuing home delivery licenses as a ministerial
decree is being prepared to regulate this activity.
According to the original report, the Interior Ministry had
stated that delivering consumer items require a large num-
ber of vehicles driving on roads, and also results in the
accumulation of the licenses application for such service at
the traffic department. —Al-Rai

KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait, a member of the interna-
tional Ooredoo Group, hosted members of the
Tomorrow’s Leaders youth initiative for law school grad-
uates, a summer program that aims to provide law
graduates with necessary training to join the workforce.
The program is in association with the Manpower
Restructuring Program and the Kuwait Lawyers Society.

Dr Yousef Al-Selili, Head of the Legal Department at
Ooredoo Kuwait introduced students in detail to the
legal aspect of work in the telecommunications sector,
noting: “We are proud of all the participants of the pro-

gram, and are happy to be of help and service to law
school graduates.”

Tomorrow’s Leaders is a summer program that aims
to introduce students to the applied aspect of practic-
ing law, after they have mastered the theoretical aspect
in law school. It includes internships and visits to a num-
ber of public and private entities to see how legal
departments operate there. 

Ooredoo’s support for the initiative stems from its
mission to enrich people’s lives and support youth, as
part of the company’s social responsibility.

Ooredoo hosts ‘Tomorrow’s

Leaders’ in headquarters


